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ONE-ON-ONE LOCAL TELEVISION INTERVIEWS
AUGUST 14, 1984
9:00-10:15 A.M.

9:00 a.m. Tony Russomanno (KGO, Channel 7, San Francisco) ABC
Not a full-time political reporter

9:15 a.m. Rollin Post (KRON, Channel 4, San Francisco) NBC
Bay Area's top political reporter
Likely to ask about level of effort Mondale-Ferraro will make in California
May inquire about husband's finances
Could ask about state reapportionment initiative

9:30 a.m. Linda Schacht (KPIX, Channel 5, San Francisco) CBS
Fair political reporter

9:45 a.m. Judy Peterson (KNTV, Channel 11, San Jose) ABC
General Assignment Reporter

10:00 a.m. Cheryl Hurd (KICU, Channel 36, San Jose) Independent
General Assignment Reporter

10:10 a.m. Lloyd LaCuesta (KTVU, Channel 2, Oakland) Independent
San Jose Area Reporter for Oakland station, parochial
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ALL ARE EMBARGOED UNTIL WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15